
OWS23 PRESS RELEASE: BUIO MONDO ‘HEREDEROS DE LA BESTIA OST’ 
(VINYL 10 INCH) 

 
OWS proudly presents the original soundtrack to ‘Herederos De La Bestia’ composed and performed 
by BUIO MONDO. 
 
‘Herederos De La Bestia’ is documentary film about Álex de la Iglesia’s classic 1995 apocalypse-
horror story ‘El Dia De La Bestia’ (The Day Of The Beast). More than two decades after its premiere, 
the movie continues to be THE great go-to example if you want to mix the most brutal fantastic with 
the Spanish tradition of the grotesque. Comprised of equal parts high-concept horror and scathing 
social satire (in the mode of the director's peer and former collaborator Pedro Almodovar), this 
ambitious horror film has garnered a sizable cult following. It’s just impossible to imagine present-day 
Spanish cinema without it. 
 
‘Herederos De La Bestia’ interviews the crew responsible for Álex de la Iglesia’s masterpiece and 
assesses its still relevant influence. Part of the official 2016 Sitges festival selection, this superb 
documentary is currently still being screened at festivals around the world. 
 
It’s no surprise that the makers turned to the Spanish outfit ‘Buio Mondo’ to underscore their hard 
work. Buio Mondo is a project that pays tribute to the giallo and the slasher genres and is best known 
for their previous (and very successful) album ‘Italia Violenta’. Mixing wild metal riffs, powerfull 
electronics and dark brooding ‘Carpenter-esque’ synth atmospheres results in a nightmarish 
soundscape that will haunt you in your dreams. 
 
Presented here is the COMPLETE & EXTENDED score to ‘Herederos De La Bestia’. 
 
Available as a 10” vinyl edition limited to 666 copies (with obi strip). 333 units on classic black vinyl & 
333 units color vinyl (red & black swirl vinyl). Black vinyl will be available from record stores and online 
retailers worldwide on 1/26. The color vinyl variant is available exclusively from Light In The Attic & 
Mondo in North America and through Transmission in Europe. 
 
 

 
 

Side A 

01 TITOLI DI TESTA 

02 STACCO 

03 OSCURA E SPORCA MADRID 

04 STACCO 2 

05 PERCHE' QUESTO E' COME LO FACCIAMO 

06 STACCO 3 

Side B 

07 AZIONE DIABOLICA 

08 STACCO 4 

09 DROGHE E SATANA 

10 COL POTERE DI DIO 

11 SIGILLO 

12 CI VEDIAMO ALL'INFERNO, PADRE 

 



 
 

 Released for the first time on vinyl 
 

 The original soundtrack for this highly successful documentary  
 

 Strictly limited to 666 copies worldwide (black vinyl & color vinyl) 
 

 Color vinyl variant (333 units) available from LITA/MONDO/TRANSMISSION 
 

 Complete extended soundtrack composed & performed by Buio Mondo 
 
 
 

 
AVAILABLE IN RECORD STORES & FROM ONLINE SHOPS WORLDWIDE ON 

JANUARY 26th, 2018. 
 
 

An EXCLUSIVE COLOR VINYL VARIANT is also available from the following retailers: 
 

www.lightintheattic.net & www.mondotees.com (North America)  
& from www.transmissionrecords.co.uk (Europe) 

 
 

 

  
ONE WAY STATIC RECORDS 

www.onewaystatic.com info@onewaystatic.com  

 

 

 
 

Distributed by Light In The Attic Records & NOW available to pre-order from 
www.lightintheattic.net 
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